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ABSTRACT
Objectives: Neuroimaging in chronic breathlessness is
challenging. The study objective was to test the
feasibility of magnetoencephalography (MEG) for
functional neuroimaging of people with chronic
breathlessness.
Design: Feasibility pilot study.
Setting: Respiratory clinic out-patients.
Participants: 8 patients (mean age=62; (range 47–83);
4 men) with chronic non-malignant lung disease;
modified MRC breathlessness score ≥3 (median
mMRC=4), intensity of exercise-induced breathlessness
>3/10; no contraindication to MRI scanning.
Methods and measures: 4 MEG scans were
conducted for each participant: (1) at rest (5 mins),
(2) postseated leg exercise-induced breathlessness
during recovery (10 mins). Recovery scans (2) were
conducted with/without facial airflow in random order;
both scans were repeated 1 h later. Participants rated
breathlessness intensity (0–10 Numerical Rating Scale
(NRS)) at baseline, maximal exertion and every minute
during recovery, and rated acceptability of study
procedures at the end of the study (0–10 NRS).
A structural MRI scan was conducted for MEG
coregistration and source-space analyses. Rest data
were compared with data from healthy volunteers (N=6;
5 men; mean age=30.7 years±3.9 years).
Results: Exercises and MEG scanning were acceptable
to all participants; 7/8 completed the MRI scans.
Maximum breathlessness intensity was induced by
5 min’ exercise. The same level was induced for repeat
scans (median=8; IQR=7–8). All recovered to baseline
by 10 min. Time-frequency profiles of data from the first
and last 3 min were analysed in MEG source space
based on breathlessness location estimates. Source
localisation was performed, but anatomical source
inference was limited to the level of the lobe. Differences
in areas of activity were seen: during recovery scans;
with and without airflow; and between participants/
normal volunteers at rest.
Conclusions: MEG is a feasible method to investigate
exercise-induced breathlessness in people breathless
with chronic lung disease, and able to identify neural
activity related to changes in breathlessness.

INTRODUCTION
Despite treatment of the underlying con-
dition(s), refractory breathlessness is a
common, devastating consequence of dis-
eases such as chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease (COPD), cancer and heart failure.1 2

Headway has been made in the delineation
of peripheral pathways and sensory afferent
sources of respiratory sensation.3 However,
there is growing interest in central nervous
system pathways as the increased drive to
breathe in people with breathlessness
involves both brainstem and cortical pro-
cesses.4 Positron emission tomography (PET)
scanning and functional MRI (fMRI) have
helped elucidate the integrated cortical and
subcortical network involved in perception
of, and response to, breathlessness by indu-
cing unpleasant respiratory sensations in
health volunteers.5 6

Little is known of how exercise-induced
breathlessness is centrally processed in
people with chronic lung diseases. Studies
suggest that asthma patients demonstrate
habituation and downregulation of perceived

Strengths and limitations of this study

▪ Participants with breathlessness due to chronic
lung disease tolerated the isometric exercise and
scanning procedures for this study.

▪ MEG is able to identify neural activity related to
changes in breathlessness which can be induced
by physical exertion.

▪ MEG appears to be a feasible method to investi-
gate this challenging clinical problem.

▪ These data are preliminary and caution should
be applied regarding the interpretation of the
neuroimaging findings.

▪ Further work is needed with age-matched con-
trols and using a larger cohort to confirm these
findings.
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unpleasantness due to breathlessness;7 people with a
longer duration of asthma have larger periaqueductal
grey areas,8 and there are differences in the pattern of
brain stem activity in the caudal ventro-lateral pons (par-
afacial group), an area relating to respiratory rhythmo-
genesis, between healthy volunteers and people with
COPD.9

Work to date on mechanisms of breathlessness has
largely been undertaken in healthy volunteers. Methods
of inducing breathlessness in healthy volunteers seem
adequate to model aspects of acute breathlessness which
resolve quickly, but, as the signal becomes unstable after
a few seconds, investigation of chronic breathlessness
may be more limited.4

There is little published work to explore the central
mechanisms of interventions on breathlessness in
people with lung disease.4 The choice of functional
imaging in people with chronic lung disease for whom
breathlessness is induced with exercise is limited by tech-
nical factors such as (1) the ability to lie flat in an MRI
scanner for the duration required for a functional study
and (2) the ability to perform exertion to induce breath-
lessness while lying flat in the scanner. It is possible that
techniques such as MRI-compatible ergometry may be a
potential method of investigation allowing exertion-
induced breathlessness, but the patient is still required
to lie flat.

Magnetoencephalography
Magnetoencephalography (MEG) is, possibly, a better
tolerated but untried method of functional brain
imaging in people with limited exercise tolerance and
restricted positioning due to lung disease. Participants
are seated within the scanner and neuronal activity mea-
sured directly rather than changes in blood flow in
response to the activity.4 MEG scanning has been high-
lighted as a rapidly developing and unique tool for the
investigation of brain activity.10 MEG may be useful in
preference to EEG because of the superior source-
localisation abilities of MEG.
More detailed description can be found elsewhere,10 11

but in summary, neuronal activity generates small mag-
netic fields perpendicular to the dendritic current flow.
The small magnetic fields pass through the skull and are
measured in the MEG scanner using superconducting
quantum interference device magnetometers in a
helmet-shaped sensor holder. Structural MRI scans are
required to delineate the source of the brain activity
measured in MEG, taking only a few minutes with a 3 T
scanner.

Cool airflow in refractory breathlessness
Clinical and emerging research evidence indicates that
cool facial airflow may reduce breathlessness.12–14 In
people with mild or no hypoxaemia, the passage of air
over the nasal mucosa using a hand-held, battery-
operated fan may provide the same symptomatic benefit
as oxygen therapy.15 This intervention is universally

available, cheap, non-invasive, has no contraindications,
and is easy to use alongside other interventions. To date,
there have been no studies of the central neuronal
impact of a hand-held fan.
Study aims: The study aimed to test the feasibility of

MEG scanning as a tool for the investigation of refrac-
tory breathlessness due to chronic respiratory disease
with regard to:
▸ Participant acceptability of procedures;
▸ Whether activity in areas of the brain that are

known to mediate breathlessness are identified by
MEG/MRI at rest, following exertion, and upon
recovery; and

▸ Whether such activity is further modulated by airflow
across the face.
As this had not been previously attempted, a pilot was

necessary to establish the technical, administrative and
logistic feasibility of a full-scale study.

METHODS
Ethical approval was obtained from the National
Research Ethical Service Committee Yorkshire and the
Humber-Leeds East and the York Neuro-imaging Centre,
University of York. NHS permission was obtained
from the Hull and East Yorkshire Hospitals NHS Trust
Research and Development Department.

Participants and setting
A pilot cohort was formed of consenting adults recruited
from a single academic respiratory centre. Eligible
patients were living independently in their own home,
and had modified Medical Research Council (mMRC)
breathlessness score 3 (stop for breath after walking for
100 m, or after a few minutes, on the level), or 4 (too
breathless to leave the house, or breathless when dress-
ing) due to a chronic respiratory disease. Participants
were estimated to develop at least moderate breathless-
ness (>3 on a 0–10 numerical rating scale) by 5 min of
seated exercise. Exclusions included participants who
had taken opioid medication within the previous 24 h,
or who were ineligible for MRI scanning, including sig-
nificant claustrophobia or orthopnoea.

Data collection
Baseline data included primary cause and duration of
breathlessness, age and sex, and mMRC breathlessness
score. As the purpose of this study was to establish feasi-
bility of procedures and data analysis, baseline data did
not include a more detailed phenotyping of respiratory
compromise in order to minimise participant burden,
and because physiological measures such as forced
expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1) do not correlate
well with perceived breathlessness.

Exercise and scans
Four MEG scans were conducted (figure 1).
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▸ Following an initial 5 min MEG scan at rest, partici-
pants then performed a seated leg exercise using
a physiotherapy band until maximal tolerated breath-
lessness or 5 min of exercise, whichever came first
(box 1).

▸ As soon as the participant stopped exercising, MEG
scanning recommenced during a recovery phase until
NRS scores were stable for 3 min or a maximum of
10 min had elapsed. Ten minutes were allowed for
recovery.16

▸ Steps 1 to 4 were repeated after an hour during
which the participant was given a break, out of the
scanning room.
Recovery scans (scan #2 and #4) were conducted with

or without facial cool airflow in random order using a
tube directing air from a cylinder across the lower half
of the face. Airflow was directed for the first 5 min of
recovery.
A structural MRI scan was conducted after the MEG

scans to enable anatomical inference during the source
analysis.
Participants rated breathlessness intensity ‘now’ (0–10

numerical rating scale (NRS); 0=no breathlessness and
10=worst imaginable breathlessness) at baseline rest,
maximal exertion, and then every minute during recov-
ery. Participants rated the acceptability of the study pro-
cedures (NRS 0=totally unacceptable; 10=completely
acceptable).

Control group for the rest scans
Data at rest were compared with previously acquired
data from healthy volunteers held at the York
Neuroimaging centre. Age or sex-matched controls were
not available.

MEG data acquisition
MEG data were acquired using a 248 magnetometer 4D
Neuroimaging Magnes 3600 system at the York
Neuroimaging Centre at a sample rate of 678.17 Hz, and
online low-pass filtered at 200 Hz. Three bad sensors were
identified and excluded from all levels of data analysis.
Head locations before and after the scan were recorded
using five fiducial markers on the participant’s face.
Visible movement of the participant’s heads with respir-
ation was observed while the locations of the five fiducial
landmarks were being recorded at the start of the scan,
and throughout the duration of at least the first 5 min.
Head movement was calculated by the 4-D Neuroimaging
software as the difference between the head coil positions
at the start and end of each scan. Average head movement
at the end of the rest scan was 0.32 cm (±0.35 cm), and
after exercise was 0.7 cm (±0.51 cm). The 4-D
Neuroimaging system did not allow continuous localisa-
tion of head position relative to the MEG Dewar.
High-resolution T1 anatomical MRIs were acquired on

a GE 3 T Excite HDx scanner at the York Neuroimaging
Centre. The MRI were acquired with a reconstructed
1.5 mm isotropic resolution to minimise the duration.
The location of the five fiducial landmarks, along with a
headshape, were digitised using a Polhemus Fastrack 3D
digitisation unit and coregistered with the T1 structural
scan using a surface matching algorithm.17 Individual
anatomical T1 structural MR scans were spatially normal-
ised to the standard Montreal Neurological Institute
(MNI) 152 brain,18 using the Oxford Centre for
Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging of the Brain
(fMRIB) linear image registration tool (FLIRT) trans-
form in FMRIB Software Library (FSL).19 These

Box 1 Exercise protocol

▸ The patient was seated comfortably within the scanner and
prepared for scanning.

▸ The patient verbally scored their breathlessness at rest (0–10
NRS).

▸ One end of an exercise resistance band was placed over the
patient’s non-dominant foot and the other end held by their
dominant hand.

▸ Fixing one end of the band with their hand, the patient then
exercised using their leg against resistance until they reached
maximum tolerated breathlessness, or until a maximum of
5 min, or the clinical researcher (MJ) advised them to stop.

▸ At maximum tolerated breathlessness, the patient gave a 0–10
NRS intensity rating and rested. MJ immediately left the MEG
room and scanning commenced for the 10 min recovery phase.

▸ Heart rate was monitored continuously throughout the proced-
ure (exercise and recovery).

▸ Pulse oximetry using a finger pulse oximeter was monitored
during exercise only.

Figure 1 Flow chart: scanning schema.
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transform values were used to seed and report analyses in
MNI coordinates.

Sample size
Given the exploratory nature of this cohort and the
degree of breathlessness of the participants, data were
reviewed in an ongoing manner to detect the point at
which no further useful information was likely with regard
to study objectives and, therefore, unethical to continue.
This point was reached after seven completed scans.

Analysis plan
The data analysis was divided into two parts: resting state
analysis; exercise analysis.
Visual inspection of 1 s epochs of the raw data was

carried out to remove physiological (such as swallowing
and blinking) and non-physiological artifacts before any
data analysis took place.

Resting state
There were no movement-related issues, allowing anatom-
ical statements. MEG data were source modelled
using a vectorised linearly constrained minimum variance
beamformer,20 using a multiple-spheres head model.21

A 5 mm grid was used for the beamforming analyses.
Beamforming analyses create spatial filters to estimate the
neural activity at each grid point in the brain. The outputs
of beamformer spatial filters have been termed ‘virtual
electrodes’.22 In participants and in the normal volunteer
data, virtual electrodes (VEs) were generated for locations
in the dyspnoea pathway to generate a bandpass-filtered
(1–80 Hz) power spectrum of the brain at rest.23

The seed MNI locations are: superior frontal gyrus
(-14,32,46); amygdala(-24,-2,-22) anterior cingulate cortex
(-82,82,2); anterior insula (-32,22,2); post (-14,-36,64) and
precentral gyrus (-14,-30,60).23

To compare the activity in participants with lung
disease with healthy volunteers, we calculated the
non-phase-locked spectrum. Data in the 5 min resting
acquisition were binned into 5 s epochs, and the spec-
trum of each epoch was calculated. These epoch-wise
spectra were then averaged across epochs, and the subse-
quent average non-phase-locked spectra were then aver-
aged across participants, and plotted with the respective
SE of the mean.

Exercise
Using whole-head t-stat images, beamformer analysis was
performed, but inference about the anatomical source
was limited to the level of the lobe in which peaks of
activity were observed. The first 3 min were assumed to
represent activity during perceived breathlessness (sup-
ported by patient-report scores), and the last 3 min (all
participants recovered to baseline level scores or stable
to within 1 point) assumed to represent recovery: the
first and last 3 min of recovery postexercise data were
contrasted using a power contrast constrained within α
(8–13 Hz), β (13–30 Hz) and γ (30–80 Hz) frequency

bands, respectively. To ensure that no speech artifacts
were included in the analysis, and that there were suffi-
cient trials for statistical inference, the last 55 s of each
minute were binned into 11 5 s epochs, resulting in
33 5 s epochs from the first 3 min, being contrasted with
33 5 s epochs from the last 3 min of the postexercise
scan. For each participant, in each frequency band, we
performed a two-sample unpaired t test between the
power estimates from the first and last 3 min of data. To
assess for significance, we performed a non-parametric
shuffle permutation, where we permuted the labels of
the epochs from the first and last 3 min of data 10 000
times to generate a distribution of null t-statistics against
which we compared the experimental data. To correct
for multiple comparisons, only the maximum t-value
across the source space was carried through for each
permutation, to generate our null distribution.24 The
top 5 peaks significant at p<0.05, in each beamforming
analysis, are reported in transformed MNI coordinates
(see online supplementary table).
In view of the exploratory nature of the study, we also

identified the MNI coordinates for brain activity that was
statistically greater when breathless than after recovery,
and vice versa.

RESULTS
Eight participants (mean age=62 (range 47–83); 4 men)
completed all MEG scans, although one participant did
not tolerate the MRI. Four participants had COPD, one
of whom also had pulmonary sarcoid; three had asthma
and one had bronchiectasis. One participant had an
mMRC score of three and had been breathless between
1 and 5 years; all others scored 4 and had been breath-
less for over 5 years. At rest, two had no breathlessness
and six were mildly breathless (NRS scores <2).
The control group consisted of data from six control

subjects, and were included in the analyses, five of
whom were men. The mean age was 30.7 years
(std=±3.9 years).

Acceptability
The MEG scans and leg exercises were acceptable to all
participants (MEG: median NRS 10 (range 8–10); exer-
cises: median 10 (range 7–10); completed MRI, median
10 (range 9–10); one not completing MRI scored 0).
Maximum breathlessness intensity was induced by 5 min,
and induced to the same level for the repeat set of scans
(median NRS intensity 8; IQR 7–8). All recovered to
baseline, ±1 point by 10 min. All had recovered to plat-
eaued scores over 3 min within that timescale except for
one participant who reported scores of 5, 3 and 1
during the last 3 min of data collection.

Patient-reported breathlessness intensity
with/without airflow
Median time (minutes) to recovery was 5.5 for ‘no
airflow’ (range 3–10; IQR 3.5–6.5) and 4.5 for ‘airflow’
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(range 1–6; IQR 3–6). One participant had no difference
in recovery time, but a technical problem caused imper-
ceptible airflow. Several commented that the airflow was
pleasant.

MEG findings
Predominant activity was in the β (13–30 Hz) and γ (30–
80 Hz) frequency bands. Preliminary beamformer-source
localisation in individuals showed differences in areas of
activity: between (1) participants/normal volunteers at
rest; (2) postexercise/on recovery with/without airflow.

Differences in group activity between participants and data
from healthy volunteers at rest
β Activity at rest was statistically significantly greater in
participants compared with normal controls. Figure 2
shows a consistent pattern in all the VEs in the second
rest scan (to minimise potential artefact from unfamiliar-
ity of the scanner). Initially, data from seven normal con-
trols were used, but one with a similar increased β wave
activity was excluded on discovery that a respiratory con-
dition had been diagnosed shortly after the scan had
been performed.

Differences within participant activity postexercise/
on recovery with/without airflow
Brain activity which was significantly greater during post-
exertion breathlessness than on recovery, or conversely,
greater on recovery than during postexertion breathless-
ness is presented in the online supplementary table.
These results are summarised according to brain region
of activity categorised as ‘more than’ or ‘less than’, by
wave type (α, β or γ), by breathlessness or recovery and by
facial airflow or no facial airflow, in order to demonstrate
patterns of activity (table 1). Figures 3 and 4 shows the

α, β and γ wave activity in participant #05 as a particularly
clear example of the patterns seen in breathlessness/
recovery. Table 1 shows a group pattern of greater α and
β activity in the frontal and parietotemporal lobes
during breathlessness compared to on recovery, particu-
larly for frontal lobe activity. In addition, facial airflow
appears to modify the parietotemporal α wave activity
during breathlessness. α and β activity share a pattern of
reduced activity during breathlessness in the posterior
regions, with greater activity seen after recovery. γ Wave
activity appears greater in breathlessness with airflow
than without, and less in recovery with airflow than
without.

DISCUSSION
MEG scanning followed by structural MRI was tolerated
in a population with breathlessness on minimal exertion.
All participants also found exercise to maximal tolerated
breathlessness acceptable in the context of research.
Statistically significant differences in brain activity were

found within individuals indicating that MEG scanning
could be used to investigate central perception of
breathlessness. When presented as categories of greater
or less activity in the breathless or alternate recovered
states, some group patterns in activity were seen.
Different patterns of brain activity in breathlessness and
relief is consistent with PET appearances in healthy
volunteers; relief of breathlessness is associated with
activity in different areas, not just an absence of activity
in the areas associated with breathlessness perception.25

Furthermore, our data suggest that facial airflow may
modify activity and reported perception.
Our feasibility study was not designed to identify dif-

ferences in neural activity in relation to breathlessness,

Figure 2 Resting data: participants and healthy (historical) controls.
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or the effect of airflow, however, these possible patterns
raise hypotheses for further study. The following com-
mentary on these data is therefore conjectural, and
intended to stimulate discussion.

Patterns of β wave activity
β Wave activity was thought to represent the ‘idling’
motor state,26 and is the prominent activity seen at rest
and awake. However, a more active role has been sug-
gested whereby increased β wave activity relates to active
maintenance of the status quo (ie, suppression of
change27) for motor and sensory activity. This is consist-
ent with the somatosensory cortex being the dominant
source of information flow in the β band.28–30 For
example, in Parkinson’s disease, bradykinesia is asso-
ciated with higher β band activity, an abnormal persist-
ence of the status quo and a loss of flexibility in the
control of movement.31

Our data showed an increased β band activity in the
MNI coordinates associated with breathlessness percep-
tion in participants at rest compared with healthy con-
trols. This may indicate constant ‘vigilance’, or an
anticipatory state with regard to peripheral respiratory
stimuli in chronic respiratory conditions. Furthermore,
we observed a pattern whereby β activity was higher in
the frontotempoparietal regions when participants were
breathless, but less on recovery. This could be consistent

with the theory that increased β activity is seen when
there is a need to actively maintain the status quo; when
breathless, the status quo is threatened by a strong endo-
geneous stimulus. With the addition of an exogeneous
stimulus (eg, cool airflow), the expected pattern might
be a reduction in β band activity and increase in γ;31 this
was seen, but only in a few participants.

Patterns of α wave activity
α Waves functionally inhibit regions of the brain not
required for attention,32 enabling sensory selection of
attended stimuli.33 In a study of access to working
memory, processing of distracters was distinguishable
from the processing of items to be remembered; the
higher the α activity, the better inhibition of distracters
to gain access to working memory.34 Inhibition of
task-irrelevant regions may allow rerouting of activity to
relevant regions.35 This active processing in engaged
areas is reflected by neuronal synchronisation in the γ
band which accompanies the α band decrease.
Our data show higher α wave activity in fronto-

temporal-parietal regions when breathless is compared
with recovery. The clearest pattern is seen in the frontal
regions (all participants). In the parietotemporal
regions, this pattern appears to be modified by airflow.
Given that participants described the airflow as pleasant,
it may ameliorate unpleasantness by allowing sensory

Table 1 Summary of brain activity by region according to breathless, or after recovery (bold black=breathless: grey

non-bold=recovery).

Pts Region α α (air) α α (air) β β (air) β β (air) γ γ (air) γ γ (air)

#1 Frontal + + − − + + + + + +

#2 + + − + − − − − − + +

#3 + + − − + + − − + − −
#4 + − − + + + − − + +

#5 + + − − + + − − + + + −
#6 + + − − + + − − + + −
#7 + − − + − − +

#1 Temporal − − + + + + − + − + −
#2 − + − + + − + + + − +

#3 + − + + + + − − + − −
#4 + − + + + + + − + +

#5 + − + + + + + + + + + +

#6 + + − − + + + + + + +

#7 + − − + + − +

#1 Posterior − − + − − + + − − +

#2 − + + − + + − + + + −
#3 − − + + − − + + − + +

#4 + + − − + − − + + −
#5 − − + + − − − − − − + +

#6 − − + + − − + + + + +

#7 + nil + − + −
+denotes that there are regions of activity where power is higher than in the alternate state.
−denotes that there are no regions of activity where power is higher than in the alternate state. Empty cells are shown where activity was
neither increased nor decreased.
Pts, patients.
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selection of a more pleasant stimulus. In a study of
exercise-induced breathlessness in people with COPD,
participants subjected to auditory distraction compared
with no auditory distraction had reduced self-reported
unpleasantness of breathlessness, although symptom
intensity and distance walked were unchanged36 support-
ing sensory selection as a possible mechanism.
Our study showed an opposite pattern of brain activity

in posterior regions; α activity was higher in participants
after recovery than when breathless.

Patterns of γ wave activity
γ Waves are required for the modulation and process-
ing of information arising simultaneously from differ-
ent brain areas. They are thus crucial in conscious
perception and foundational for all cortical computa-
tion. Our data suggest possible cross-frequency

interaction between γ and α when airflow is used
when breathless (α reduced in the frontoparietotem-
poral regions; γ increased in the frontal regions).
When breathless, airflow appears to increase γ activity
in the frontal regions, but reduces it in participants at
recovery.

Limitations
Movement artifacts were not a problem at rest, however,
all participants visibly moved during breathlessness. The
uncertainty over the degree of movement is problematic,
as not only do the source generators of peaks in the
beamforming move over time in the scanner, but the
confidence in the coregistration is also unknown during
the scanning process itself. However, in view of this, to
explore patterns of activity, we made broad estimates
only of source localisation to ‘within lobe’. Further

Figure 3 Beamforming activity postexercise >recovery, α, β, γ frequency bands. (The images are thresholded at p<0.05, and

scaled using a hot colour scheme to their max-value). α Activity in the frontal lobes is clearly seen.

Figure 4 Beamforming activity

recovery >postexercise, α, β,
γ frequency bands. (The images

are thresholded at p<0.05, and

scaled using a cool colour

scheme to their max-value).

α Wave activity is no longer seen

in the frontal lobes.
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consideration of this difficulty and its possible solutions
will be needed to draw more detailed location infer-
ences. Various approaches such as real-time source esti-
mation are described that can be taken into account in
future work now we have demonstrated that patients
with chronic lung disease can tolerate the procedures
and that useful data are possible.37 38 Other methods of
neural activity measurement such as EEG, for which
head movement would not be an issue, should also be
explored in future study in this area.
Our healthy controls were unmatched, and our find-

ings could represent changes related to age or sex.
However, one control appeared to have similar increased
β activity, and was subsequently removed from the ana-
lysis on discovery of a respiratory condition.
These data are from a small cohort with non-matched

healthy controls. However, given the exploratory nature
of the study, we feel that useful data has been acquired
and our feasibility questions answered. The next step
will be to confirm these results using a larger group with
age and sex-matched controls. Thereafter, assuming con-
firmation, this technique could be used to explore the
effects of interventions with clinical evidence to support
their use in refractory breathlessness, such as airflow or
opioids, on the central perception of this challenging
symptom.

CONCLUSIONS
MEG scanning is a feasible, acceptable and potentially
useful method to investigate breathlessness in people
with chronic breathlessness. It is able to identify neural
activity related to changes in breathlessness which can
be induced by physical exertion.
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